We say that a countable group G is McDuff if it admits a free ergodic probability measure preserving action such that the crossed product is a McDuff II 1 factor. Similarly, G is said to be stable if it admits such an action with the orbit equivalence relation being stable. The McDuff property, stability, inner amenability and property Gamma are subtly related and several implications and non implications were obtained in [E73, JS85, V09, K12a, K12b] . We complete the picture with the remaining implications and counterexamples.
Introduction
Murray and von Neumann proved in [MvN43] that the hyperfinite II 1 factor R is not isomorphic to the free group factor L(F 2 ), by showing that R has property Gamma while L(F 2 ) has not. Recall that a tracial von Neumann algebra (M, τ ) has property Gamma if there exists a net of unitaries u n ∈ M such that u n → 0 weakly and lim n xu n − u n x 2 = 0 for all x ∈ M , where x 2 = τ (x * x).
We say that a countable group G has property Gamma when L(G) does. In [E73] , it was shown that if G has property Gamma, then G is inner amenable : there exists a conjugation invariant mean m on G such that m(U ) = 0 for every finite subset U ⊂ G. The converse does not hold : an inner amenable group G with infinite conjugacy classes (icc) but not having property Gamma was constructed in [V09] .
If a II 1 factor M admits non commuting central sequences, more precisely if the central sequence algebra M ′ ∩ M ω is non abelian, then M ∼ = M ⊗ R and M is said to be McDuff, see [McD69] . The counterpart of the McDuff property for equivalence relations was introduced in [JS85] and is called stability. A countable ergodic probability measure preserving (pmp) equivalence relation R is called stable if R ∼ = R × R 0 , where R 0 is the unique hyperfinite ergodic pmp equivalence relation. In [JS85, Theorem 3.4] , stability is characterized in terms of central sequences. Clearly, if R is stable, the II 1 factor L(R) is McDuff.
Again, both the McDuff property and stability are closely related to inner amenability. If G is a countable group and G (X, µ) is a free ergodic pmp action (X, µ), we consider the group measure space II 1 factor M = L ∞ (X) ⋊ G and the orbit equivalence relation R = R(G X). By [JS85] , if R is stable, the group G is inner amenable. Actually, already if M is McDuff, G must be inner amenable (see Proposition 4.1 below). We say that a group G is stable, resp. McDuff, if G admits a free ergodic pmp action G (X, µ) such that the orbit equivalence relation R(G X) is stable, resp. the crossed product
Here and in what follows all probability spaces are assumed to be standard.
We thus have the following subtly related notions for a countable group G : inner amenability, property Gamma, the McDuff property and stability. Figure 1 non implications between these properties. The main contribution of this article is to fill in all the arrows that were unknown so far. So, we prove that Kida's counterexamples of [K12a] provide icc groups with property Gamma that are not McDuff. We also adapt the example of [PV08] For later use, recall from [J99, Theorem 1.2] that a subgroup H of a countable group G has relative property (T) if and only if for every unitary representation π : G → U (K) and every bounded sequence of vectors ξ n ∈ K satisfying lim n π(g)ξ n − ξ n = 0 for all g ∈ G, we have that lim n P H (ξ n ) − ξ n = 0, where P H : K → K H denotes the orthogonal projection of K onto the closed subspace of π(H)-invariant vectors.
In the context of tracial von Neumann algebras, this characterization of relative property (T) gives the following well known lemma. For completeness, we include a proof.
Lemma 1.1. Let (M, τ ) be a tracial von Neumann algebra with von Neumann subalgebra N ⊂ M . Let G be a countable group and H < G a subgroup with the relative property (T).
Denote by E B : N → B the unique trace preserving conditional expectation.
If (a n ) is a bounded sequence in N satisfying lim n π(g)a n − a n π(g) 2 = 0 for all g ∈ G, then lim n a n − E B (a n ) 2 = 0.
Proof. It suffices to observe that (Ad π(g)) g∈G defines a unitary representation of G on L 2 (N ) and that E B is the orthogonal projection of L 2 (N ) onto the subspace of H-invariant vectors.
An icc group with property Gamma that is not McDuff
In [K12a] , Kida constructed the first icc groups G that have property Gamma (and in particular, are inner amenable) but that are not stable, meaning that they do not admit a stable free ergodic pmp action. We prove here that these groups are not even McDuff, meaning that they do not admit a free ergodic pmp action with the crossed product being McDuff.
Fix a property (T) group H that admits a central element a ∈ Z(H) of infinite order. As in [C05] , one could take n ≥ 3, define H ⊂ SL(n + 2, Z) given by
Given two non zero integers p, q with |p| = |q|, we define G as the HNN extension
Theorem 2.1. Kida's group G defined in (2.1) is icc, has property Gamma, but is not McDuff.
Proof. Analyzing reduced words in HNN extensions, it is easy to check that G is icc and that H < G is a relatively icc subgroup, meaning that {hgh −1 | h ∈ H} is infinite for every g ∈ G\H (see e.g. [S05] ).
Ozawa already proved that L(G) has property Gamma and his proof can be found in [K12a, Theorem 1.4 ]. For completeness, we include the following slightly easier proof. We claim that there exists a sequence of Borel functions f n :
Denote by (u g ) g∈G the canonical unitary elements of L(G). Given such a sequence of functions f n and denoting by f n (k) = 1 0 f n (x)e −2πikx dx the Fourier coefficients of f n , we can define the unitary elements u n ∈ L(H) given by
To prove the existence of f n satisfying (2.2), define Λ = Z[p −1 , q −1 ]⋊Z as the semidirect product of the abelian group Z[p −1 , q −1 ] with Z acting by the automorphisms given by multiplication with a power of p/q. Define the action Λ α R given by (x, k) · y = x + (p/q) k y and equip R with the Lebesgue measure class. Since Λ is an amenable group, it follows from [CFW81] that the orbit equivalence relation R(Λ R) is hyperfinite and thus, not strongly ergodic. This provides us with a sequence of unitary elements f n ∈ L ∞ (R) tending to 0 weakly and being approximately Λ-invariant in the sense that α (x,k) (f n ) − f n → 0 strongly for all (x, k) ∈ Λ. Restricting f n to the interval [0, 1) and then extending f n periodically, we find a sequence satisfying (2.2).
Choose a free ergodic pmp action G (X, µ). We prove that the
Since H has property (T), by Lemma 1.1, we have that u n − E B (u n ) 2 → 0, where E B : M → B is the unique trace preserving conditional expectation. Since H < G is relatively icc, it follows that B ⊂ B 1 , where
, where L ∞ (X) H denotes the von Neumann algebra of H-invariant functions. We claim that the subalgebras B, D ⊂ M form a commuting square with B ∩D = C. To prove this claim, it suffices to take a ∈ B and prove that E D (a) ∈ C. Let a = g∈G a g u g with a g ∈ L ∞ (X) for all g ∈ G be the Fourier decomposition of a. Since a commutes with L(H), we get in particular that a h ∈ L ∞ (X) H for all h ∈ Z(H). Since E D (a) = h∈Z(H) a h u h , the claim follows. Since u n − E B (u n ) 2 → 0 and u n − E D (u n ) 2 → 0, we conclude that u n − E C (u n ) 2 → 0. Because C is abelian, M is not McDuff.
An icc McDuff group that is not stable
There are two obvious obstructions for stability of a group G : non inner amenability and property (T). In [PV08, Theorem 6.4 .2] using [E10] , an example of a McDuff property (T) group G is constructed. In particular, G is an example of a McDuff group that is not stable. However by [PV08, Theorem 6.4 .1], a McDuff property (T) group can never be icc.
In this section, we construct examples of icc McDuff groups that are not stable. We do this by giving the following obstruction for stability and by combining the methods of [PV08] and [V09] .
Proposition 3.1. If a countable group G admits a subgroup H < G with the relative property (T) and the relative icc property, then G is not stable.
Proof. Let G (X, µ) be a free ergodic pmp action and denote by R = R(G X) the associated orbit equivalence relation. Write A = L ∞ (X) and M = A ⋊ G. We denote by N M (A) = {u ∈ U (M ) | uAu * = A} the normalizer of A inside M . To prove that R is not stable, by [JS85, Theorem 3 .4], we have to show that all central sequences (u n ) and (p n ) in M with u n ∈ N M (A) and p n a projection in A for all n satisfy u n p n − p n u n 2 → 0. Put B = L(H) ′ ∩ M and also define D = A H as the algebra of H-invariant functions in A.
Denote by E B : M → B and E D : A → D the unique trace preserving conditional expectations. Since H < G has the relative property (T), by Lemma 1.1, we get that u n − E B (u n ) 2 → 0 and p n − E D (p n ) 2 → 0. Since H < G is relatively icc, we have B ⊂ A ⋊ H. Therefore, B and D commute. It follows that u n p n − p n u n 2 → 0.
For every countable group H, we denote by H f its FC-radical, defined as the normal subgroup of H consisting of all elements that have a finite conjugacy class. Also recall that a group is said to be virtually abelian if it admits an abelian subgroup of finite index. We denote by C H (K) the centralizer in H of a subset K ⊂ H.
To construct an icc McDuff group that is not stable, we start with the property (T) group of [PV08, Theorem 6.4 ] : a residually finite property (T) group H such that the FC-radical H f is not virtually abelian. In [E10] , it was proved that such a group indeed exists. From [PV08, Theorem 6 .4], we know that H is McDuff. We then perform the same iterative amalgamated free product construction as in [V09] in order to embed H as a relatively icc subgroup of a larger group G in such a way that G remains McDuff.
Fix a decreasing sequence of finite index normal subgroups L n ⊳ H with n L n = {e}. Enumerate H f = {h n | n ∈ N}. Note that for every n ∈ N, C H (h 1 , . . . , h n ) is a finite index subgroup of H. Then,
 is a decreasing sequence of finite index normal subgroups of H with n H n = {e}.
Theorem 3.2. The group G constructed above is icc, has the McDuff property, but is not stable.
Proof. We first prove that H < G is relatively icc. Take g ∈ G \ H. Take n ≥ 0 such that g ∈ G n+1 \ G n . We have G n+1 = G n * Kn (K n × Z) and K n < H < G n . Since H f is infinite amenable and H has property (T), H f < H has infinite index. So K n has infinite index in H and it follows that {hgh −1 | h ∈ H} is an infinite set. To prove that G is icc, it suffices to prove that every h ∈ H with h = e has an infinite conjugacy class. Take n ≥ 0 such that h ∈ H \ K n . Let t be the generator of Z in the description
Since H has property (T), it follows from Proposition 3.1 that G is not stable. It remains to construct a free ergodic pmp action
For every n ≥ 0, we have G n+1 = G n * Kn (K n × Z) and we define the homomorphism π n,n+1 : G n+1 → G n given by the identity map on G n and by mapping Z to {e}. Writing π n,m = π n,n+1 • · · · • π m−1,m for all n ≤ m, we obtain a compatible system of homomorphisms π n,m : G m → G n that combine into a homomorphism π n : G → G n . In particular, π 0 : G → H. By induction on n, one checks that K m is a normal subgroup of G n+1 for all n ≥ 0 and all m ≥ n, and that gπ 0 (g) −1 commutes with K n for every g ∈ G n+1 .
Denote by H β (Y, ν) the profinite action given as the inverse limit of H H/H n . Define G α Y by α(g) = β(π 0 (g)). Note that α is an ergodic pmp action. For every n ≥ 1, we consider the Bernoulli action β n of G n /K n−1 on X n = [0, 1] Gn/K n−1 equipped with the product measure µ n = λ Gn/K n−1 . We define G αn X n by α n (g) = β n (π n (g)). Note that α n is a weakly mixing pmp action. We define (X, µ) as the product of (Y, ν) and all (X n , µ n ), n ≥ 1. We define G X as the diagonal action. Since each α n is weakly mixing and α is ergodic, the diagonal action G (X, µ) is ergodic. When g ∈ G \ {e}, take n ≥ 1 such that g ∈ G n \ K n−1 . Since the Bernoulli action β n is essentially free, the set {x ∈ X n | α n (g)(x) = x} has measure zero and thus also {x ∈ X | g ·x = x} has measure zero. We conclude that G X is essentially free.
Denote M = L ∞ (X) ⋊ G and let τ : M → C be the tracial state on M . To prove that M is McDuff, we use the method of [PV08, Theorem 6.4] . Denote by θ :
the natural * -homomorphisms induced by the coordinate maps X → Y and X → X n . The definition of H k implies that for every h ∈ H f , we have H k ⊂ C H (h) for all k large enough. So for every h ∈ H f , we can define the element
When g ∈ G n+1 , we have that gπ 0 (g) −1 commutes with K n . It follows that v h commutes with L(G n+1 ) whenever h ∈ K n . When h ∈ K n , we also get that v h commutes with θ(1 rHm ) for all r ∈ H and all m ≤ n and that v h commutes with θ m (L ∞ (X m )) for all m ≤ n + 1. So, choosing any sequence h n ∈ K n \ {e}, we get that (v hn ) n is a central sequence of unitaries in M with τ (v hn ) = 0 for all n. Since K n is a finite index subgroup of H f , we know that K n is non abelian. We can thus choose sequences h n , h ′ n ∈ K n such that h n h ′ n = h ′ n h n for all n. The corresponding central sequences (v hn ) and
All McDuff groups are inner amenable
For icc groups G, the following result is a consequence of the main theorem in [C81] . In the non icc case, we need a small extra argument, because we follow the convention that a group G is inner amenable if there exists a conjugation invariant mean on G that gives weight zero to all finite subsets of G and not only to the subset {e}. Proof. Let G be a group that is not inner amenable. Let G α (X, µ) be any free ergodic pmp action. Denote A = L ∞ (X) and M = A ⋊ G. Let x n ∈ U (M ) be an arbitrary central sequence. We prove that lim n x n − E A (x n ) 2 = 0. Write x n = g∈G a n (g) u g with a n (g) ∈ A for every g ∈ G. Fix g ∈ G \ {e}. Since lim n p x n − x n p 2 = 0 for all p ∈ A, we have lim n p a n (g) − a n (g) α g (p) 2 = 0 for all p ∈ A. Let p 1 ∈ A be a maximal projection satisfying p 1 α g (p 1 ) = 0. Put p 2 = α g (p 1 ) and p 3 = 1 − (p 1 + p 2 ). Since the action α is essentially free, we get that i p i = 1 and p i α g (p i ) = 0 for all i. It follows that lim n p i a n (g) 2 = 0 for every i, so that lim n a n (g) 2 = 0 for all g ∈ G \ {e}.
Define the unit vectors ξ n ∈ ℓ 2 (G) given by ξ n (g) = a n (g) 2 . In the previous paragraph, we proved that lim n ξ n (g) = 0 for every g ∈ G \ {e}. As in [C81] , the vectors ξ n are approximately conjugation invariant. Since G is not inner amenable, the functions ξ n must satisfy lim n ξ n (e) = 1, meaning that lim n x n − E A (x n ) 2 = 0. So, we have proved that every central sequence x n ∈ U (M ) satisfies lim n x n − E A (x n ) 2 = 0. It follows that M ′ ∩ M ω is abelian, so that M is not McDuff.
